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“I would like all of you to help me. It is my hope that you may develop your abilities across 
various fields, preserve the innocence with which you were born, and grow up to become healthy 
and beautiful people who will help the Unification Community and its culture of Unification bear 
beautiful fruits. If you do so, our meeting and our conversation today will have been worthwhile.”  
True Mother’s message at the European launching of Cranes’ Club – May 10, 2015 

 
Beloved and respected members, 
 
Following the early summer rains, Cheon Jeong Gung is filled with sunshine and the grass growing in the 
Bonhyangwon is now completely green. 
 
After receiving a report on World-CARP on the morning of June 19, True Parents appointed Regional 
President In Soung Kwon as the president for World-CARP. Together with this appointment, True 
Parents blessed World CARP’s official re-launch. 
 
True Mother said, “CARP is very important. CARP leaders from the early days of the church have grown 
to become leaders who have and are leading the providence. Through CARP, let us revive the youth and 
college students; through them, let us prepare the Unification Church’s foundation of victory.” 
 
World-CARP’s first president was the dearly beloved Moon Hyo-jin, whom we greatly miss. At a time 
when the headwing ideology was triumphing in the ideological conflict of the cold war, our elder brother 
Hyo-jin nim stood at the forefront of the youth and college student movement that was CARP. This was a 
blessing from heaven as well as the seed of great change. I earnestly request your support and 
encouragement for World-CARP so that on the basis on this early spirit, it may become a movement 
which will lead the Unification Movement towards new and explosive growth. 
 
As with many of you, I began my public life through CARP. During my CARP years, my heart was 
ablaze with fervor on countless occasions. Perhaps because of this, I have always had a particular 
affection and interest in CARP. The International HQ would like to strongly support the new beginning of 
World CARP. 
 
There is a saying, “One person does not lay a road; when several people walk in the same direction, what 
remains behind is the road for others to follow.” I humbly request that members all over the world show 
great love and encouragement towards the newly relaunched World-CARP. Let us help World-CARP 
soar high. 
 
The inauguration ceremony of the World-CARP president will take place on July 7 in the main hall of the 
FFWPU-Korea HQ. 
 
 


